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About FWD.us
FWD.us is bipartisan political organization that believes America’s 

families, communities, and economy thrive when more individuals are 
able to achieve their full potential. 

For too long, our broken immigration and criminal justice systems have 
locked too many people out of the American dream. Founded by leaders in 
the technology and business communities, we seek to grow and galvanize 

political support to break through partisan gridlock and achieve meaningful 
reforms. Together, we can move America forward. 
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Colorado Immigrants 
in Numbers



About Colorado Immigrants
The impact of congressional inaction to 
enact meaningful immigration reform 
coupled with ongoing litigation battles, 
threatens Colorado’s communities, 
economies, and Colorado immigrants 
themselves. 



About Colorado Immigrants
Immigrant Residents

537,334
Immigrant Share of Population

9.3%
Annual Immigrant Taxes Paid

$5.8B

Immigrant Entrepreneurs

43,684
Immigrant Spending Power

$15.6B
Share of Foreign-Born Workers 
in Traveler Accommodation

21.2%
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A local perspective

Colorado 
Immigrants in Ski 
Towns



Colorado Immigrants in Ski Communities

Telluride, Colorado



Colorado Immigrants in Ski Communities

Summit County, Colorado

- Shift in work culture 
- Collaboration 
- COVID Outreach 
- Left Behind Worker Fund 
- Equity Committee 
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State of Play

Successes & 
Opportunities for 
Reform at the State & 
Federal Level
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Colorado State Successes

+ Improved access to SB 251 Driver’s License 
Program

+ Enhanced protection of Coloradans’ personal data

+ Expanded access to professional licensing and in-
state tuition for all Coloradans
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Federal State of Play & Opportunities

+ Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) 
Program Litigation Overview

+ Need for a pathway to citizenship for Dreamers

+ Need for broader immigration reform to support 
Colorado communities, economy, and workforce 



Immigrants Strengthen Our Communities

Immigration relief  could help fill critical labor shortages. 
FWD.us estimates that more than 3.4 million immigrants currently work in 
industries experiencing some of the highest labor shortages, including 
accommodation and food services and arts, entertainment, and recreation. 

Increasing Future Immigration Grows the U.S.' Competitive Advantage
Without boosting legal immigration significantly now, the U.S. will sacrifice its 
position as the world’s largest economy by 2030 and leave the reserves of vital 
programs—like Social Security—depleted by 2034. 



What if DACA Ends

Each and every business day for 2 years, 1,000 more U.S. jobs will be lost. 

Because DACA renewals are granted on a rolling basis, local communities 
would almost immediately feel the impact if renewals were blocked. In 
Colorado the monthly job losses would amount to 500 a month—at a time 
when workforce shortages are already hurting families and driving up costs in 
our communities.



The Impact of Inaction in Ski Communities



Ways You Can Support Colorado Immigrants

● Change the narrative in your community: share your voice 
and speak to why immigrants are critical to your community 
and local economy 

● Tell Congress immigration reform is a priority for your 
community: contact your representatives in Denver and D.C. 

● Increase support in your community for immigration reform: 
Host an event or participate in a roundtable



Elected Officials Support Colorado Immigrants



Local Leaders Support Colorado Immigrants



Ways You Can Support Colorado Immigrants

● Celebrating Immigrants and their contributions 
○ Immigrant Heritage Month and other key dates

● Inclusion and integration of immigrant voices and leaders
○ Language access
○ Outreach plans focused on reaching immigrant community
○ Invite and seek feedback from immigrant leaders and 

community members



Ways You Can Support Colorado Immigrants

● Remove barriers to participation in community services and 
programs
○ Legal presence requirements
○ Make outdoor recreation more accessible 



fwdus

@FWD_us

Your voice makes a difference. 

Thank you!


